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Nowadays, Animated movies have become the most popular type of film. Even throughout the history of cinema, many animated films have been successfully produced and become the most-watched shows among society. 
If you are a cartoon or animation lover then Netflix is absolutely the right choice for you to spend your weekend chilling and watching movies. The Netflix streaming service has emerged which is also productive in producing interesting shows to watch.
In case you missed it, Animated movies are not only for kids. Animated films have various kinds of stories that are appealing for adults to watch. There is for everyone in our roundup of the best animated movies on Netflix. 
Just don’t blame us when after watching these best-animated travel movies you immediately start looking for the best animation channel to watch appealing animation videos. 
So, here are the best animated movies on Netflix that will inspire you to travel and have an amazing adventure. 
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1. The Mitchells vs. The Machines (2021)
The collaboration between Sony Pictures Animation and Netflix has produced an amazing and best-animated comedy in recent memory, The Mitchells vs. the machines. This movie tells about the excitement of the Mitchell family’s actions as humans left after the robot invasion.
The Mitchels family consists of a creative daughter named Katie, an environmentalist father, a jolly mother, a quirky youngest. Their family is also filled with an adorable pug, as well as two friendly robots. 
They try to put their differences aside and unite to fight the rebellion of all kinds of robots, from smartphones to Furby dolls. 
2. The Willoughbys (2020)
The story of Willoughbys is an adaptation of a book by Lois Lowry. The Willoughbys tells the story of four brothers and the parents who abandon and try to live without their children. 
See also  To bring out the inner SRK, don’t forget to check out these places!

Thus, the four brothers believe they would be better off raising themselves than being with parents who would not care for them. 
The Willoughby children hatch a devious plan to send their selfish parents away on vacation. The four brothers then embark on their own exciting adventure to learn how to adapt their values of life to the contemporary world and learn to find the real meaning of family. 
3. Wish Dragon (2021)
The story of Wish Dragon is an adaptation of a Chinese fable that tells the story of Din, a young man from a lower class economy who works as a package delivery person. He really wants to be reunited with his childhood best friend, Lina, who has become a famous celebrity.
One day, Din gets a teapot from a mysterious old man. From the teapot, Long the wish-fulfilling dragon emerged. Long is willing to grant three wishes to whoever owns the teapot. This made Din the tenth and final master for Long. 
4. Cloudy with The Chance of Meatballs (2009)
Cloudy with Chance of Meatballs is also the best animated film on Netflix of all time. This movie is generally based on the children’s book of the same name, Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.
The story of the movie follows Flint Lockwood (Bill Hader), a failed inventor who thinks he has the answers to the city’s crisis. He built a machine that turned water into food and became a local hero when delicious food fell from the sky like rain. 
5. A spirited Away (2001)
Spirited Away is an animated film made by a famous Japanese director named Hayao Miyazaki. The movie tells the story of Chihiro Ogino, a stubborn and spoiled 10 years old little girl. She had to go with her parents when he moved to another city. 
However, Chihiro accidentally enters another world of witches and monsters. Chihiro’s adventures include a myriad of positive messages for children who watch Spirited Away, such as a struggle, hard work, and courage to save their parents.
6. Despicable Me (2010)
Despicable Me has become the most successful film on Netflix. It is one of the iconic animated films with quirky characters also known as Minion, a funny yellow well-being who have become a staple of modern pop culture. 
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The first movie tells the story of the adventures of Gru, a high-profile thief, who has a mission to steal the moon. However, Gru struggles in achieving his mission because it turns out that other thieves are also going after the same thing. 
At the heart of despicable me, this movie actually raises an exciting and heartwarming story for both kids and adults.
7. The Croods (2013)
The Croods is one of the best movies on Netflix. The story of prehistoric Croods who lived in ancient times is absolutely amazing and thrilling to watch. 
The character of the movie, Patriarch Grug (Nicolas Cage), his partner Ugga (Catherine Keener), teenage daughter Eep (Emma Stone), etc, is a unique and funny cave-dwelling family who are forced to face the many perils of the land beyond their hideout as they look for a new place to settle before the end of the world begins. 
8. Vivo (2021)
Vivo is an animated musical film featuring a kinkajou named Vivo. He spends his time every day entertaining the public by singing with its owner, Andres. Their appearance always managed to attract the attention of residents around the town square.
However, Vivo’s life began to change when Andres received an invitation from Marta Sandoval, his past crush, to attend a concert which would be his last performance.
This is when the journey of Vivo began, delivering a love letter in the form of a song to a legendary singer Marta Sandoval. 
9. I lost My Body (2019)
The next Netflix animated movie is I Lost My Body, an Academy Award-nominated piece of wonderful and electrifying animation. This movie premiered on Netflix on November 29, 2019. 
Set in France, the movie tells about the journey of a lost hand from a laboratory. Naoufel as the main character tries to find out the reason why he can be separated from the rest of the body.
In his quest to find his lost memory, Naoufel’s memory only comes to his lover named Gabrielle. Naoufel’s journey in this film has caught many people’s attention and put a great impression on them. 
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As surreal as it is painfully down to earth, I lost My Body is a perfect piece of adult animation that’s both visually and emotionally appealing.
10. Howl’s Moving Castle (2004)
The next best animated movie of all time is “Howl’s Moving Castle”. This movie is for you who love Studio Ghibli animated films which luckily you can watch this now on Netflix.
This film tells about the adventures of Sophie who is cursed to become an old woman. Sophie is a girl who makes and owns a hat shop from her father. 
While on her way to meet her sister, she gets involved in a feud between Howl and the witch from exile. Because of that, the witch from exile cursed her to be an old woman.
Since Sophie was not allowed to tell anyone about the curse, she eventually went into seclusion. And that’s where Sophie’s adventure begins. 
With the help of a scarecrow as a guide, Sophie finally arrives at a castle belonging to a handsome witch. It was there that Sophie ended up living and working with the witch.
11. Over The Moon (2020)
Netflix’s next best animated film is Over the Moon. The story focuses on Fei Fei, a young girl who is interested in science. He dreams of creating a rocket to get to the moon.
With the rocket, Fei Fei wanted to prove the existence of the Moon Goddess who became a legend in China. 
When Fei Fei was a child, his mother told him of Change, the Moon Goddess who was still waiting for her lover to arrive on the Moon.
12. Mirai (2018)
Kun Ota (Moka Kamishiraishi) can’t hide his happiness when he hears the news of the birth of his younger brother, Minari. The four-year-old boy was happy because he no longer had to spend his free time alone. 
But over time, Kun becomes jealous of the attention his parents give to Minari. One day, in an angry state, Kun fled to a park and met a figure claiming to be a prince. What will happen next? Find out the stories in the Netflix animated film of your choice.
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